
 

The 4 types of Store2Door in Operation 

Typical Characteristics of Type 1 

 Has less than very loyal 50 customers – most within easy walking distance to the 
store 

 Driven by an added value service over a serious profit making operation 
 Delivery only on a local basis only 
 Delivers Newspaper and Magazines using child employment 
 Probably only willing to take new orders that is only customer led 
 Operates a cash only payment method 
 Probably uses a manual operating  system - EG Huggler 
 Has Wholesaler issues like all others Retailers at times but is not well known by them 

enough to demand change 
 Overall the Operation will be in decline and is likely to need investment in certain 

areas to improve significantly 

Typical Characteristics of Type 2 

 Has 3 - 10 rounds and may deliver up to 200 customers, most of which have been 
delivered to for a long time and loyal but some are reading less overall and reducing 
the number of newspapers they purchase. 

 Understands the profit that a decent operation can deliver for them but may be 
nervous to increase delivery charges in case a customer leaves them 

 Delivery  is further but usually less than 5 miles from the store 
 Delivers newspaper and magazines and the odd distress line to some customers. – 

eg Bread 
 Using child employment with maybe one or two adult deliverers generally all by foot 
 Often accepts new orders willingly and understands Publisher canvassing campaigns 

but does not always get involved fully as they might like to for many different 
reasons. 

 Operates a cash and cheque payment solution for customers 
 Uses a manual or older HND operating system 
 Has Wholesaler issues like all other at times but is known by them and certain 

publishers. 
 Overall the Operation will be in stable but is able to grow with the right guidance and 

advice 

Typical Characteristics of Type 3 

 Has over 10 rounds and delivers to over 200 customers often with ease, most of 
these customers have been delivered to for a long time. 

 There is a danger some of these are in isolated pockets and unless the area is in 
filled with new orders,  the cost to serve together with the delivered price a customer 
may be willing to pay cols make a once dynamic operation uneconomical  



 Might be nervous about increasing their number of customers due to cash flow and 
simple things like staff retention 

 Understands the profit that a decent operation can deliver and will increase delivery 
charges to reflect the true operation costs associated at least annually 

 Delivery far afield but usually less than 10 miles from the store but understands how 
the potential of their reach could be obtained 

 Delivers newspaper and magazines and other products from their store but usually 
on request only 

 Uses child employment and adults but increasingly adults with their own vehicles too 
 Accepts new orders willingly and understands publisher canvassing campaigns very 

well, however sometimes likes to pick and choose what they do. 
 Operates most payment solutions for customers 
 Uses a system but this may not be linked to their EPOS system 
 Has Wholesaler issues like all others at times but is well known by them and the 

publishers to demand the service required 
 Overall the operation will be established and profitable and very much able to grow 

Characteristics of Type 4 

 Has many rounds and delivers to over 500 Customers often with ease , most of these 
Customers have been delivered to for a long time and every door is an opportunity 

 Understands the  excellent profit that a decent sized , effective operation can deliver 
and will increase delivery charges to reflect the true operation costs associated at 
least annually 

 Delivers the furthest of all operations but may be restricted by poor RDTs and Reruns 
 Delivers newspapers and magazine and maybe items like local pizza leaflet etc but is 

limited on product due to maybe being a rounds-person only 
 Uses Adults often with branded vehicles to deliver 
 Accepts new orders at all times and understands publisher canvassing campaigns 

very well  - often does bespoke activity 
 Operates all payment solutions for customers 
 Uses a system that has payment methods such as Direct Debit linked 
 Has wholesaler issues like all others at times and is well known by them and the 

publishers and will be often the 1st to be delivered when newspapers are running late 
 Overall the operation will be established (often with heritage), profitable and is ready 

to expand further on both area cover and items delivered. 

 


